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Planning Board Regular Meeting 
October 25, 2022 

Members Present 
D. Howell Miller – Chair 
J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair 
John Wehrenberg 
Jane Alligood 
Marie Freeman Barber 
Gary Phillips 
Michael McDuffie 

Members Not Present 
 
 
 

Others Present 
Mike Dail, Community and Cultural Services Director 

Glen Moore, Planning Administrator 
Holli Tetterton, Administrative Support 

 
I. Opening of the meeting 

 
II. Invocation 

 Chair Miller led a moment of silence. 

III. Roll Call 

 Staff took a silent roll call.  All members were present.  

IV. Election of Officers 

 Jane Alligood made a motion for D. Howell Miller to continue as Chair and for J. Herbert 

Schmitt to continue as Vice-Chair. John Wehrenberg seconded the motion. All members 

voted in favor and the motion passed.  

 Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
--- --- J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair  
x  Jane Alligood  Made the Motion 
x 
 

 Marie Freeman Barber   
x  John Wehrenberg  2nd the Motion 
x  Gary Phillips   
x  Michael McDuffie  

 

V. Old Business 

1. None. 

VI. New Business 
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1. Rezoning request by Manfred Alligood to rezone 9.96 acres on W. 5th Street from B-

2 (Commercial) to RA-20 (Residential Agricultural).  Beaufort County Parcel Number: 

5666-98-7564 (9.65 acres) and a portion of 5676-08-1764 (0.31 acres).  

o Staff, the existing zoning is B2. The request is to rezone it to RA20. It is 9.96 acres 

in total. The land uses within the area are primarily commercial and industrial. The 

adjacent properties to the north and east are zone B2 (commercial). Properties to 

the west are I2 (light industrial). Properties to the south are zoned RA20 

(residential agricultural) and O&I (office and institutional). The property is 

currently vacant. Approximately half of the property is located within the 100-year 

floodplain. Any development of the property will require a proposed access 

easement to be added/recombined with the property by a recorded survey plat. 

The Comprehensive/CAMA Future Land Use Map recommends light industrial 

development for this area. The requested zoning of RA20 is not consistent with the 

Comprehensive Plan/CAMA Future Land Use Map. If this property is rezoned by 

City Council, it will also be considered an amendment to the Future Land Use Plan 

based on state law.  

o Chair Miller asked if the Board had any questions. 

o Vice-Chair Schmitt, RA20 is primarily for residential and agricultural uses with a 

density of less than two dwelling units per acre. In section 40-94 there was nothing 

listed for camper parks. The addendum you gave us shows that RV Parks and 

campsites are permitted under a special use permit. Is that in alignment or not? 

Staff, the first thing is that this is a flat rezoning request. We cannot hold him to a 

campground. Whatever is allowed in RA20 could go on that property if it is 

rezoned. The campground cannot be considered, except as one of the uses. If he 

does decide to do a campground and it is rezoned, he would have to go to the 

Board of Adjustment to get a Special Use Permit.  

o Vice-Chair Schmitt, you mentioned that a fair amount of this property is in the 

flood zone. Are there any special provisions that have to go in place when 

someone builds within a floodplain? Staff, anything constructed within a 

floodplain has to be elevated. They would have to do an elevation certificate and 

provide that to the inspections department. Any development outside of the 

floodplain would be a regular building permit. They would not have to do anything 

special.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, one area on the map is an old railroad bed. It is twenty feet 

higher than the swamp. If they had a campground there, they could use it to get to 

the creek. It shows that it is in the flood zone, but it actually is not.  

o Chair Miller, what kind of elevation is in the area that is not in the floodplain? 

Staff, it is simply outside the 100-year floodplain. There are no elevation 

requirements.  

o Chair Miller asked if the Board had any more questions. There were none. 
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o Chair Miller asked the applicant to present his case.  

o Manfred Alligood, I am a resident of Washington. We want to put a camper park 

there. We think it would be good for the area. It doesn’t front 264. It is actually 

hidden back there. I don’t see that it infringes on anything. There is nothing 

around it. The campers would be portable. We’re not asking for permanent 

residences.  

o Vice-Chair Schmitt, I live across the creek from the RV camping area on Clark’s 

Neck Rd. Sometimes there is a lot of noise that comes across the creek. Do you 

have any kind of plans around controlling the noise that is associated with the 

campers being in there? Mr. Alligood, if we own it we are going to have control of 

it. We’re going to have a nice place or we’re not going to have it. If you don’t have 

a nice place then you’re not going to have good people there. We’re not going to 

have any junk. There is not going to be any parties or carrying on. Vice-Chair 

Schmitt, what about loud music? Mr. Alligood, there’s not going to be any loud 

music. If you have loud music then you’re disturbing the residents next to you. 

We’re not going to have it. They are going to have to move if they are going to 

cause that kind of problem. Chair Miller, so you would address that in the rules for 

your park? Mr. Alligood, absolutely.  

o Chair Miller opened the public hearing. There were no comments.  

o Chair Miller closed the public hearing and brought it back to the table.  

o Chair Miller, the proposed motion states other matters. What does other matters 
mean? I’m uncomfortable with that not being very specific. Staff, a lot of times in 
the staff report there will be TRC comments. If it is still under TRC review then this 
covers all of the specific details for certain projects. Chair Miller, in my opinion, if 
we are going to vote on something and there are still some TRC issues hanging, I 
think we would like to know that before a motion is proposed. That can be added 
to the specifics of the motion. Staff, a lot of times it is still under TRC review and we 
don’t have specifics. In this case, if it does go the route of the RV park, they will have 
to get a Special Use Permit from the BOA and adhere to certain criteria that are 
spelled out in the zoning ordinance. Also, a site plan would have to be approved. 
Chair Miller, are there still TRC issues with this matter? Staff, there are no issues 
that I’m aware of. Mr. Phillips, then can we take it out of the motion? Chair Miller, 
yes.  

o Mr. Phillips, if the TRC did come up with an issue would that affect what the Board 
should be considering in terms of voting on this matter? Staff, you are only deciding 
whether RA20 uses would be suitable for that area. The TRC process is more specific.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, I know personally how hard it is to get something zoned from 
RA20 to B2. This is going the opposite way. This does not meet the future plan; 
however, it is isolated. I don’t think anything around it will change. If somebody is 
willing to go out and spend the money and take the risk, I don’t oppose it. That’s 
how I feel about it. Even though it doesn’t meet the long-term plan, it is something 
that will bring benefit now to the city and the county.  
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o Vice-Chair Schmitt, I agree. I don’t think there is another business or industry that 
will want to go in there. This can be useful. He is going out on a limb to try and 
produce something that can be used. I don’t have a problem with it.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, they also have that high ground that goes all the way out to the 
creek. It is unique and it can really benefit the park. They could put a pier off the 
end and the residents of the park would have access to the creek.  

o Ms. Alligood, another nice thing about there being campers is if flooding is expected 
they can move quickly.  

o Chair Miller asked for a motion.  

 Vice-Chair J. Herbert Schmitt made a motion to recommend the approval of 
the proposed rezoning request, to amend the comprehensive plan future land 
use map, and to adopt the staff report. Gary Phillips seconded the motion. All 
members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion passed unanimously.  

 Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
x  J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair Made the Motion 
x  Jane Alligood   
x 
 

 Marie Freeman Barber   
x  John Wehrenberg   
x  Gary Phillips  2nd the Motion 
x  Michael McDuffie  

 

2. Rezoning request by Titan Contractor Services, LLC to rezone 10.53 acres on 

Highland Drive and Slatestone Drive from R9S (Residential) to O&I (Office & 

Institutional).  Beaufort County Parcel Numbers: 5686-83-7439, 5686-83-7310, 5686-

83-7211, 5686-83-6192, 5686-83-6093, 5686-83-6974, 5686-83-6875, 5686-83-

6756, 5686-83-6635, and 5686-83-5707. 

o Staff, the tract is 10.53 acres. The existing zoning is R9S. The proposed zoning is 

O&I. The property is adjacent to the Slatestone Hills Subdivision to the west and is 

north of Highland Drive. The land uses within the subject property’s area are 

primarily single-family residential and some office and institutional. The adjacent 

properties to the north and west are zoned RA20 and O&I. Properties to the east 

are R9S. Properties to the south are zoned RA20 and R15S. The property is 

currently vacant. The majority of the property is located within the 100-year 

floodplain. A large portion of the property is located within the floodway. This 

means nothing can be constructed in that area. Any development of this property 

will require annexation into the city limits. It is currently in the ETJ. The 

Comprehensive/CAMA Future Land Use Plan recommends medium density 

residential development for this area. The existing zoning of R9S is considered a 

medium density residential zoning district. The requested zoning of O&I is not 

considered a medium density residential zoning district and is not consistent with 
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the Comprehensive/CAMA Future Land Use Plan. If this property is rezoned by City 

Council, it will be considered an amendment to the Future Land Use Plan based on 

state law.  

o Chair Miller asked if the Board had any questions for Staff. There were none.  

o Chair Miller opened the public hearing. 

o Ms. Patricia Hodges, what is this being zoned for? Is this for residential homes? Is 

this for apartments? Is this for low-income housing? Ms. Alligood, we are not 

allowed to ask. Mr. Wehrenberg, the only thing that you can do here is to look at 

what is allowed in the R9S and then look at what is allowed in the O&I and that is 

the difference.  

o Ms. Hodges, what is allowed in that general area? I don’t understand all of those 

codes and things. I am just a homeowner. Mr. Wehrenberg, there are about 30 or 

40 things that are allowed in O&I. 

o Ms. Hodges, is low-income housing one of those things? Mr. Wehrenberg, 

multifamily dwellings are allowed. Ms. Hodges, could that be low-income housing? 

That would trash my property value. Mr. Wehrenberg, you can interpret 

multifamily dwellings just as well as I can. Chair Miller, it will depend on what the 

property owner wants to do. If the property owner builds something it will be his 

decision whether he accepts low-income housing or not.  

o Ms. Hodges, our lot is right against the road that will be coming in. Our lot is at the 

end of Arrowhead Trail. This will directly affect us and not in a good way. Ms. 

Alligood, this is a request for rezoning. One of the rules is that we cannot ask 

exactly what the applicant is going to do with the piece of property. We have to 

rezone on whether it fits the land use plan and that sort of thing. We really are not 

allowed to ask them what they are going to do. Most of the time, the applicant will 

tell us.  

o Ms. Hodges, anytime I hear LLC that makes me a little nervous as well. Is there any 

way that we can get information as property owners? Anything would help just so 

we know moving forward where we are going with this. If we are going to get a 

huge low-income housing development then we are just going to sell our house. 

My husband is about to retire in six months. We thought this was our forever 

home and now not so much.  I am very concerned. I have lived near low-income 

housing before in the historical district and it affected me in a horrible way. I guess 

you can’t tell me the answer to my question. 

o Chair Miller, I am going to close the public hearing. I will come back to it. I want to 
ask if the applicant would like to come forward and make a statement. I apologize. 
I should have done that before I opened the public hearing.  

o Mr. Mohamed Darar, we are not trying to do any low-income housing. We are not 
trying to do any section 8. I am trying to solve the problem I have within my business. 
I have 96 employees. I have a hard time finding housing for them. I am trying to 
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build affordable apartments for them. They are all young professionals. They don’t 
have a space to live in Washington.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, the road will come off Highland Drive. There is a sewer pipe. The 
road is washed out because it hasn’t been used in many years. The floodplain comes 
across the road. How are you going to access the property? Will it be through the 
road there or will it come through the subdivision? 

o Ms. Marie Peedin, I am the engineer working with Mohamed on this project. The 
purchase does not include those properties to the right of the right-of-way. The 
zoning map online shows that part of this property is already O&I. It’s the part at 
the top that goes behind the ball fields.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, how are you going to access the property? Ms. Peedin, our desire 
is to bring in the roadway off Old Bath Hwy. We would build a portion of that road 
and then have our driveway come off that. We wouldn’t build the whole road 
through. There wouldn’t be connectivity to the neighborhood. We would only build 
enough for us to get out. Not only is it in the 100-year floodplain, but there is also a 
tremendous amount of wetlands in there. We know that. Under R9S this property 
doesn’t have a whole lot of ability to be used. You can’t put lots in there. We can 
put a driveway to get across and onto our property. I have already gone to the DOT 
to make sure that they won’t have a problem with the access. This was originally 
platted back in the ‘60s. We would build a city street in to a point and then we would 
come off with our driveway. Between the driveway and our property line there 
would be a buffer so that it would not necessarily be seen. We would like to keep 
as much existing vegetation as we can. That will be dependent on where we find the 
wetlands. We will have to have that evaluated.  

o Ms. Peedin gave the following presentation:  
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o Ms. Peedin (during her presentation), housing is an issue that keeps coming up in 
Washington. With working from home, more college graduates want to come back 
here rather than living in the big cities. Where do they go to look for housing? This 
will not be spot zoning. There is some O&I. There will be some connectivity here. If 
a developer wants to put in multifamily, where do we lead them? Everything in the 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan that is listed as multifamily is already multifamily. 
There is only a limited supply of land. I do rentals. We get calls all the time. People 
are looking for places to live. Interns, traveling nurses, and teachers are having to 
live in Greenville because there is no place for them to stay here. We’re not even 
talking about section 8. That is a whole other problem that we have. That’s not what 
we are looking to solve here because this is not the right place. There are little to no 
apartments in Washington. The rental houses that we have around town are all 
rented. We need housing. Our request is to have the current zoning be rezoned to 
O&I. We chose O&I over multifamily because there is already O&I to the north and 
west. Multifamily is an option within that zoning. There is a lot of RA20 in our zoning 
district. We need to think outside of the box in some of these areas and decide 
where we want growth. The floodway is there. We have no intention of being in the 
floodway. The only thing that may go there is the driveway to get to the property. 
We are looking at potentially putting three apartment buildings on the high side 
with driveway access. The prices of the homes in the neighborhood have seen an 
increase in value. Values of properties across the board in Washington have been 
raised. With development and new construction going in around homes that are 
from the 1960s and 1970s it is going to do nothing but bring an improvement. We 
are planning to buffer this from the neighborhood. We do not plan on having traffic 
come through their neighborhood. We want to keep this separate.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, will the street that is put in be a city street or a private street? Ms. 
Peedin, I would assume that it is going to need to be a city street because that is a 
dedicated public right-of-way. It would be built to city standards with a DOT 
constructed entrance.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, the four lots that are on that street, would they have access to it? 
Ms. Peedin, I’m not exactly sure. Where our driveway comes in will be dependent 
on what the ground elevations are at the road. It appears that we are going to have 
to go up. We only want to get enough built to be able to get to our driveway. If the 
City or the County wants to build the rest of the road that would be up to them. 

o Chair Miller, is this in the City limits now? Ms. Peedin, no, it is not. It would have to 
be annexed.   

o Chair Miller,  I want to make sure the public is aware, when a property is not a part 
of the city limits an annexation request has to be made to the City Council. Once the 
City Council does that then they can bring water, sewer, power, and all of those 
infrastructure things in to that property. When that happens the property owner 
has to pay city taxes.  

o Ms. Alligood, so you are not going to connect to Arrowhead or Slatestone? Ms. 
Peedin, no, we have no intention to. Ms. Alligood, as you know, I don’t like to have 
one road in and one road out. Ms. Peedin, we haven’t come up with an official site 
plan. We as a development are saying this is what we would like to do. It will have 
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to go through the TRC and get approval from everyone. We are not at that stage. 
We are just trying to give you high-level thinking and let you know as a Planning 
Board that we are in need of multifamily, high-income residences.  

o Chair Miller, if this gets approved there will be a site plan that is brought back to this 
board, with review by the TRC, and then go to City Council for approval. Ms. Peedin, 
absolutely, this is just the first step.  

o Mr. Phillips, how many apartments are you envisioning? Ms. Peedin, the buildings 
are 24 units, so with three buildings that is 72 total. That is what we are thinking. 
We haven’t finalized the plan to that level.  

o Dr. McDuffie, so anyone that would meet the application process could apply? It 
wouldn’t just be for his business? Ms. Peedin, that is correct.  

o Ms. Barber, will you consider an elevator? Ms. Peedin, I have no idea. Mr. Darar, I 
would love to. We will have to look at the infrastructure.  

o Chair Miller asked if the Board had any more questions. There were none.  

o Chair Miller reopened the public hearing.  

o Mr. Woody Hodges of 115 Arrowhead Trail, I live on the adjacent property at the 
end of Arrowhead Trail. The high school is right there by us. There is a lot of traffic 
that comes through there. We are going to have more people trying to access that 
road. At the times of the high school letting out or in the mornings when trying to 
get to work, you can’t get out of Panticough.  Sometimes this is for at least twenty 
minutes to an hour. When there are games at the high school, it’s the same. That is 
going to put a lot more traffic in that area. If it is connected to Arrowhead Drive or 
Slatestone Trail, it will become a cut-through for the high school. The young kids will 
go flying through there. This is a single-family dwelling area. I am very concerned 
with the traffic that comes through there. I have children that play at the end of the 
street. It is a dead-end road and I love it. With the children that live in that area, I 
do not want traffic there using it as a cut-through road.  

o Ms. Alligood, she said they were not going to connect. Mr. Hodges, yes, but you said 
you wanted it to happen. You wanted it to have more than one way in and one way 
out. That would connect to my road. I do not want that to happen.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, what is the square footage of the houses in your neighborhood? 
Mr. Hodges, I would say 1,000 sqft to 1,200 sqft. Some have added on, but the 
homes are not that large. I’m concerned if the development comes in there, with 
the people coming out onto Old Bath Highway, it will be hard for them to get out 
during those times of the day. The traffic flow needs to be taken into consideration.  

o Chair Miller, this is a rezoning. When the subdivision plat comes back to us then we 
will look at that. The technical review committee will look at all of that and we will 
revisit this. I understand your concern. We will definitely look at that down the road 
when all of this comes back to us again.  

o Mr. Hodges, there are already storm drains down the access way. Everything is 
already there. Right now, the city has telephone poles to block people from going in 
there.  
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o Mr. Wehrenberg, the drainage no longer goes into that drainage system. It goes 
across that road. They are not being used. Mr. Hodges, it is washed out through 
there. The storm drains are elevated because the road would have to be elevated. 
The water is going to bypass those storm drains. 

o Mr. Hodges, I have lived there for eight years now. I really enjoy that quiet 
neighborhood. I would like to keep it that way. I’m retiring in six months. I don’t 
want to sit there in my retirement and have to fight with traffic and people walking 
through my yard. I know you said there was going to be a buffer. I’m just trying to 
look ahead to the traffic nightmares and the people nightmares that come with 
putting that many people in that small area.  

o Chair Miller, one of the major things for this Board is to look at the safety of 
residents in the City of Washington. We hear what you are saying.  

o Mr. Harry Wilkinson of 112 Slatestone Road, I’ve been living in Slatestone Hills for 
thirty years. The reason I came tonight is that I wasn’t certain what was going on 
and I just wanted some clarity. I thought it was the property in front of me that was 
being developed, but it is the property on the backside of Slatestone Hills. I don’t 
want anything to cause our property to lose value. I have some understanding of 
what is going on now. I’m not going anywhere. I have retired and I don’t work now. 
I live about two houses down from the school on Slatestone Road. The traffic is 
terrible in the morning, in the afternoon, and especially during games. As long as it’s 
a good thing and doesn’t affect me, I don’t have a problem with it.   

o Maria Wilson, I am a native of Washington and grew up down the street from this 
property. I am also a real estate agent. I am the owner of Coldwell Banker Coast 
Rivers Realty. I am also the owner and broker in charge of Coastal Rivers Property 
Management. I want to talk about rentals and the need that I see in the area. I think 
this is an important project. I would like to encourage you to look at the need of 
your citizens. There is no moderately priced housing anymore. Mr. Darar and his 
wife have spent a lot of time, money, and effort lovingly renovating the old Fowle 
Building to bring the Mulberry House to our downtown. I think they have a lot of 
vision and do things in a very top-notch, high-quality way.  I know they love this 
town. They want to put their time and money into other efforts to make this town 
better. They don’t want to just line their own pockets. They want to really do a good 
job. There has been a recent surge in demand and a subsequent appreciation of 
homes in our area. Sales prices and rental prices have soared. We’ve seen about a 
20% increase in rental prices in the past year. There has been such a demand that 
there is almost nothing available. There are no moderately priced rentals that are 
decent. In 2020 the median household income was around $37,000. With that 
income and current interest rates, a buyer would qualify for a mortgage somewhere 
around $65,000. The median price for a house in Washington right now is around 
$140,000 or more. The numbers show that it is difficult, if not impossible, for many 
of our hardworking citizens to find housing in Washington. The children who grew 
up here probably can’t afford to come back here to live and work. We lose them to 
other towns and cities where they can find affordable housing. We get a lot of 
people in the office that would like to move to the area and want to rent first. They 
can’t find a rental here. They have to go to Greenville or Newbern and we lose them 
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to those areas. We have a great need for moderate priced housing of all types. I 
think a project like this would do so much for our area. In our property management 
company, we require tenants to prove their income is three times the rental 
amount. My understanding is that these are going to be 2 bedrooms/1 bath and 
priced around $1,000 per month. So, they’re not cheap housing. That would require 
a tenant to have an income of approximately $36,000 per year. We need housing 
for the young, the old, and everybody in between that is accessible.  

o Ms. Linda Linton, I know the Planning Board has probably heard this before, but 
N.I.M.B.Y., not in my backyard. Slatestone Hills is a nice, little neighborhood. There 
are only three little streets where residents can walk without concern for their 
safety. It currently consists of single-family homes. Only one or two of those is 
rented. The residents there are fairly static. We don’t have a lot of turnover. In this 
discussion, we talked about access to the existing roads. We’re hearing that they 
won’t be connected and that there will be a barrier. Regardless of that, people will 
walk that way. When you were talking about the traffic, you mentioned that safety 
was a concern and that you would come back with studies on police, traffic, etc. I 
didn’t get if that would be after rezoning or prior? Chair Miller, it would be in both 
places. It is looked at now and then again when they come back with the site plan. 
Ms. Linton, I’m glad to hear that. I live on Slatestone Drive right where Panticough 
meets. What happens between 3:20 and 3:35 is the high school lets out and the kids 
will come from Slatestone Road and cut through to avoid the stoplight. There are 
children and people walking in the neighborhood. That is a dangerous situation. I 
have called the police about it. They have been very gracious to come out a time or 
two and put a car there. On Facebook yard sales, I have purchased tyke toys and 
when it has gotten really bad I have scooted it out in the street. Having more traffic 
will only add to that chaos and danger. I didn’t understand what was mentioned 
earlier about property values that have increased due to economic conditions 
across the board. I don’t see how having multifamily construction in our 
neighborhood would not affect our property values just because economic 
conditions have made our property values rise. Having an apartment complex at our 
backdoor can still affect our property values.  I am a certified project management 
professional, so I am very familiar with project management. What goes on, and a 
good part of what you’ve heard in the presentations today, is marketing. They are 
trying to market to us safety and well-being. They are selling to us that if they 
develop this property we will be okay. There are a lot of unknowns that we have 
also heard today. Today it could be a road this long that is isolated from the 
neighborhood; however, if this is rezoned that road can be developed. If it is 
rezoned, that road can connect to the two existing roads. If it is rezoned, they could 
build three apartment buildings or they could build six. If it is rezoned it could be 
office buildings, or businesses, or anything that qualifies for that O&I zoning. We 
have had people coming in the neighborhood and breaking into cars at night. I don’t 
know if that is coming from the high school. They can see our neighborhood from 
the high school. We are mostly brick ranch homes, 1,100-1,500 sqft. They are nice 
homes. The neighborhood is very nice. We don’t need more people at the back who 
want to break into cars. I heard that they were going to be young professionals. 
When I was a young professional I didn’t want to live in an apartment, but maybe 
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they do, or maybe they don’t. They’re not here to speak for themselves. If they 
develop the apartment complex and it’s not section 8 now, what about in five to ten 
years? I used to live in an apartment complex, here in Washington, when I first 
moved from Virginia. It was the brand-new Clifton Meadows. It was very nice. I 
would venture to say that none of you in this room would want to live in Clifton 
Meadows today. That is living proof of what happens to apartment complexes. The 
young professionals move on and move out. New people move in, it starts to decline 
and they can’t keep it up. The owner has met his goals and is ready to retire. He no 
longer cares what happens to it. He sells it off to someone else and it declines. We’ve 
seen it. We know what happens. Yes, we have a housing issue in Washington. I 
whole-heartedly agree. I have children and grandchildren who have been looking 
for housing. Something needs to be done; however, that is not the purpose of this 
meeting tonight. Form a committee and have the concerned people work with the 
City of Washington to address that problem. That problem is not why we are here 
tonight. It is not going to be solved with this. I also researched Titan and found that 
they are late filing their business report with the Secretary of State. If that is not 
filed within 60 days, they can be administratively dissolved. That tells me a little bit 
about Titan. Are these apartments and their conditions going to slip like that report 
with the Secretary of State? I respectfully ask that the Planning Board to consider 
this request as if it were your backyard and recommend that the City Council reject 
the rezoning request.  

o Chair Miller closed the public hearing and brought it back to the table.  

o Mr. Wehrenberg, since I own property next to Slatestone Hills, I am going to abstain 
from voting.   

o Mr. Phillips, when this comes back to us can we make it a condition of our 
recommendation that the road does not connect? Chair Miller, yes.  

o Chair Miller asked for a motion.  

 Vice-Chair J. Herbert Schmitt made a motion to recommend the approval of 
the proposed rezoning request, to amend the comprehensive plan future land 
use map, and to adopt the staff report, which will address other matters and 
reconsideration when the plan comes back to us in the final stage. Jane 
Alligood seconded the motion. All members voted, 5 in favor and 0 opposed. 
The motion passed.  

 Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
x  J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair Made the Motion 
x  Jane Alligood  2nd the Motion 
x  Marie Freeman Barber   

--- --- John Wehrenberg   
x  Gary Phillips   
x  Michael McDuffie  
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3. Rezoning request and Preliminary Subdivision Plat for Oak Grove Subdivision, 

located on New Hope Road, Beaufort County Parcel Number: 5677-39-2533.  The 

proposed zoning is R9S (Residential).  The proposed subdivision is 9.42 acres in size 

and contains 34 lots. 

o Mr. Hood Richardson, I prepared the sketch plan for this property. Going to R9S 

with smaller lots, he intends to build houses of the economy mode that is in 

Northgate. He will have to come back and ask for annexation if this gets approved. 

We have already determined that we can get water and sewer to the properties. 

This is to provide a modest dwelling that is affordable for people in the area.   

o Staff, this land is not in the city limits or in the ETJ. It is not zoned. He is in the 

process of having it annexed. They will set a public meeting date at their 

November meeting and it should go before the City Council at the December 

meeting. Annexation will be required for public sewer and service. The proposed 

street exceeds the 1,000-foot length of cul-de-sac streets by 127 feet. A variance 

from City Council will also be required at the time they take action on the 

subdivision plat. The subdivision plans are still currently under review by the TRC.  

In the staff’s opinion, the proposed development and zoning are in compliance 

with the Beaufort County Land Use Plan.  

o Chair Miller opened the public hearing. There were no comments.  

o Chair Miller closed the public hearing and brought it back to the table. There were 

no comments.   

o Chair Miller asked for a motion.  

 Vice-Chair J. Herbert Schmitt made a motion to recommend the approval of 
the proposed rezoning request and the 34 lot preliminary subdivision plat, 
conditional upon approval of annexation into the city limits of Washington and 
subsequent subdivision plan approval by the Technical Review Committee, 
and to adopt the staff report, which addresses plan consistency. Jane Alligood 
seconded the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The 
motion passed unanimously.  

 Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
x  J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair Made the Motion 
x  Jane Alligood  2nd the Motion 
x 
 

 Marie Freeman Barber   
x  John Wehrenberg   
x  Gary Phillips   
x  Michael McDuffie  

 

VII. Other Business 

1. None 
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VIII. Approval of Minutes- June 28, 2022 

1. Correction to minutes.  

o Chair Miller asked if there were any corrections to the June 28, 2022 Minutes.  

 Page 2, Bullet Point 2, Line1: she was always very personal personable and 

o Chair Miller asked for a motion to approve the minutes with the aforementioned 
correction. 

 Jane Alligood made a motion to approve the June 28, 2022 minutes. Gary 
Phillips seconded the motion. All members voted. 6 in favor and 0 opposed. 
The motion passed.  

 Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
x  J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair  
x  Jane Alligood  Made the Motion 
x  Marie Freeman Barber   
x  John Wehrenberg   
x  Gary Phillips  2nd the Motion 
x  Michael McDuffie  

 

IX. Adjourn 

o There being no other business: 

 Vice-Chair J. Herbert Schmitt made a motion to adjourn.  Marie Freeman 
Barber seconded the motion. All members voted. 6 in favor and 0 opposed. 
The motion passed.   

  Record of the vote. 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- D. Howell Miller - Chair  
x  J. Herbert Schmitt – Vice-Chair Made the Motion 
x  Jane Alligood   
x  Marie Freeman Barber  2nd the Motion 
x  John Wehrenberg   
x  Gary Phillips   
x  Michael McDuffie  

 


